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Improved SSN Verification and Exchange of States' Driver Records Would Enhance Identity
Verification : Report to Congressional Requesters "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
The Social Security number (SSN) was created in 1936 as a means to track workers earnings
and eligibility for Social Security benefits. Since that time, the number has been used for
myriad non-Social Security purposes. Private sector use of the SSN has grown exponentially.
For example, businesses may ask individuals to provide their SSNs when they apply for
credit, seek medical or other insurance coverage, rent an apartment, or place an order for
merchandise. In addition, many federal, state, and local government agencies also use the
SSN. In some cases, these government agencies use SSNs as they administer their programs
to deliver services or benefits to the public. Individuals who provide SSNs to receive these
services and benefits may expect the SSNs to be considered confidential and thus protected
from public disclosure. In other cases, government agencies serve as the repository for
records or documents that are routinely made available to the public for inspection. These
public records may contain SSNs.
Social Security DIANE Publishing
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general applicability and
future effect ... with ancillaries.
Reissuing Tamper-Resistant Cards Will Not Eliminate Misuse of Social Security
Numbers DIANE Publishing
Comprehensive, authoritative reference with chapters on 23 major federal programs,
and tables outlining who is eligible for which state replacement programs. Overview
chapter and tables explain changes to immigrant eligibility enacted by 1996 welfare
and immigration laws. Text describes immigration statuses, gives pictures of typical
immigration documents, with keys to understanding the INS codes. Glossary defines
over 250 immigration and public benefit terms.
Social Security Administration Electronic Service Provision
Understanding SSI (Supplemental Security Income)
Pursuant to a legislative requirement, GAO: (1) explored ways
to reduce the potential for fraud in obtaining and using
social security number (SSN) cards; and (2) identified
technological alternatives for making the card more resistant
to counterfeiting. GAO found that: (1) the SSN application
process was vulnerable to fraud, since there were thousands of
different documents applicants could use to support their
applications; (2) support documents, such as birth
certificates, were easy to obtain, counterfeit, or alter, with
no practical way for the Social Security Administration (SSA)
to verify them; and (3) employers were untrained in document
verification. GAO also found that: (1) designating the SSN
card as the only acceptable document aliens could use for
employment eligibility verification under the Immigration
Reform and Control Act (IRCA) would simplify employment
eligibility; (2) Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
certification of alien employment eligibility could improve
SSA procedures; (3) although magnetic strips, integrated
circuitry, and lasers would make SSN cards more resistant to

counterfeiting, they would not preclude persons from using
fraudulent documents to obtain valid cards; (4) the
introduction of color copiers has posed a significant threat to
SSN card integrity; and (5) although IRCA provided that general
revenues finance changes to the SSN card, the Social Security
Trust Funds paid for the replacement of 1.6 million cards at a
cost of $11.6 million.
Social Security Benefits for People Living with HIV/AIDS. Bernan Press
Special edition of the Federal register, containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect as of April 1 ... with ancillaries.

SSI in Rhode Island Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
This publication informs advocates & others in interested agencies &
organizations about supplemental security income (SSI) eligibility
requirements & processes. It will assist you in helping people apply for,
establish eligibility for, & continue to receive SSI benefits for as long as
they remain eligible. This publication can also be used as a training manual
& as a reference tool. Discusses those who are blind or disabled, living
arrangements, overpayments, the appeals process, application process,
eligibility requirements, SSI resources, documents you will need when you
apply, work incentives, & much more.
Retirement Insurance, Survivors Insurance, Disability Insurance, Health Insurance,
Supplemental Security Income, Black Lung Benefits CQ Press
Presents information about the benefit programs provided by the Social Security
Administration.
Social Security Numbers Bernan Press
A readable reference for understanding complex Social Security programs. Organized by
section number.
The Establishment and Maintenance of Wage Records DIANE Publishing
Take the guesswork out of using regular expressions. With more than 140 practical
recipes, this cookbook provides everything you need to solve a wide range of real-world
problems. Novices will learn basic skills and tools, and programmers and experienced
users will find a wealth of detail. Each recipe provides samples you can use right away.
This revised edition covers the regular expression flavors used by C#, Java, JavaScript,
Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, and VB.NET. You’ll learn powerful new tricks, avoid flavor-
specific gotchas, and save valuable time with this huge library of practical solutions.
Learn regular expressions basics through a detailed tutorial Use code listings to
implement regular expressions with your language of choice Understand how regular
expressions differ from language to language Handle common user input with recipes for
validation and formatting Find and manipulate words, special characters, and lines of text
Detect integers, floating-point numbers, and other numerical formats Parse source code
and process log files Use regular expressions in URLs, paths, and IP addresses
Manipulate HTML, XML, and data exchange formats Discover little-known regular
expression tricks and techniques

Administration of the Social Security Program National Academies Press
Written in cooperation with the Educational Commission for Foreign Medical
Graduates, this is the one-source reference tool IMGs need to succeed in
U.S. medicine and residency training.
Red Book on Work Incentives Rowman & Littlefield
Provides annotations of pieces of legislation, speeches, correspondence, amendments,
diaries, commission reports, Supreme Court decisions, executive orders, pamphlets, and
other documents that cover ths history of social security.

Overview of Social Security Programs DIANE Publishing
This handbook provides information on how Social Security programs are
administered; who is and isn’t covered under the insurance programs; how
claims are processed; what benefits are included; and how to obtain more
information about Social Security policy.
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Social Security of the Committee on
Ways and Means, House of Representatives, Ninety-seventh Congress, First

Session, December 11, 1981 BiblioGov
Social Security Administration: Many Letters Difficult to Understand
U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens The New Press
The SSN was created in 1936 to track workers' earnings and eligibility for
Social Security (SS) benefits. Since that time, the SSN has been used for
many non-SS purposes, and private sector use of the SSN has grown. This
has raised concern over how this personal info. is being used and protected,
esp. with the growth in electronic record keep. and the explosion of info.
over the Internet, combined with a rise in identity theft. This report studied:
the extent and nature of Fed., state, and county gov't. agencies' use of
SSNs; the actions gov't. agencies take to safeguard SSNs from improper
use; the extent and nature of Fed., state, and county governments' use of
SSNs when they are in public records (PR); and the options available to
safeguard SSNs when they are in PR.
Movements, Visions, and Strategies for a Progressive Future ACP Press
The social security number (SSN) has become a widespread means of
identification in the United States. As its use as an identifier has grown, so has the
opportunity for its misuse, often to fraudulently obtain employment or monetary
benefits. GAO reported on whether there is a need for redesigning and reissuing
tamper-resistant social security cards to prevent misuse of the card, and the
appropriateness of using social security trust funds to pay for such reissuance.
GAO found that reissuing the cards will not correct the underlying conditions
contributing to social security number and card misuse. For instance, it will not
prevent individuals from obtaining social security numbers using false identity
documents or from using someone else's number and card. Furthermore, neither
the Social Security Administration (SSA) nor other public or private entities would
benefit appreciably from such reissuance. Therefore, GAO questioned whether the
cost of reissuing the cards, which would be at least $850 million and could be as
much as $2 billion, is justifiable. Additionally, from a logistical standpoint,
reissuance may not be practicable and may cause adverse public reaction. GAO
found that SSA has taken other steps to strengthen the integrity of the social
security numbering system. Currently, all applicants requesting original social
security numbers must submit documentary evidence of age, identity, and
citizenship or alien status along with the application. SSA has identified many
fraudulently obtained numbers in its system but has not flagged them for SSA and
other agency uses. Some of the problems contributing to social security number
and card misuses are beyond the control or authority of SSA.
Internal revenue. 26
The Social Security Admin. (SSA) has issued more than 430 million Social
Security numbers (SSN) & cards since the program began in 1935, of which an
estimated 300 million belong to living number holders. SSNs have a key role in
verifying individuals' authorization to work in the U.S., but SSN cards are also
vulnerable to theft & counterfeiting. Concerns about unauthorized workers & the
use of counterfeit documents led to this report which: (1) reviews SSA's progress
to safeguard the SSN & enhance the card as required under the Intelligence Act;
(2) identify key issues to be considered before enhancing the card; & (3) outline
the range of options available to SSA for enhancing the card. Includes
recommendations. Charts & tables.

Social Security Administration
The United States Social Security Administration (SSA) administers two
disability programs: Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), for disabled
individuals, and their dependent family members, who have worked and
contributed to the Social Security trust funds, and Supplemental Security
Income (SSSI), which is a means-tested program based on income and
financial assets for adults aged 65 years or older and disabled adults and
children. Both programs require that claimants have a disability and meet
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specific medical criteria in order to qualify for benefits. SSA establishes the
presence of a medically-determined impairment in individuals with mental
disorders other than intellectual disability through the use of standard
diagnostic criteria, which include symptoms and signs. These impairments
are established largely on reports of signs and symptoms of impairment and
functional limitation. Psychological Testing in the Service of Disability
Determination considers the use of psychological tests in evaluating
disability claims submitted to the SSA. This report critically reviews
selected psychological tests, including symptom validity tests, that could
contribute to SSA disability determinations. The report discusses the
possible uses of such tests and their contribution to disability
determinations. Psychological Testing in the Service of Disability
Determination discusses testing norms, qualifications for administration of
tests, administration of tests, and reporting results. The recommendations of
this report will help SSA improve the consistency and accuracy of disability
determination in certain cases.
Guide to Immigrant Eligibility for Federal Programs
The Washington Reentry Guide is a comprehensive resource created to help
formerly incarcerated individuals in Washington navigate the systems and
challenges they will encounter when they return from prison by providing
clear, practical information and advice. It covers the most frequently asked
questions in following topic areas: Criminal Records and Background Checks
Debt Employment Education and Loans Child Support Custody, Visitation,
and Parental Rights Getting or Reinstating your Driver's License Healthcare
Benefits Housing Identification Legal Financial Obligations Other
Government Benefits Outstanding Warrants Restoring Your Civil Rights
After Incarceration Transportation and Getting Around Work Release
Social Security Administration
Social Security Administration Electronic Service Provision examines the
Social Security Administration's (SSA's) proposed e-government strategy
and provides advice on how the SSA can best deliver services to its
constituencies in the future. The assessment by the Committee on the Social
Security Administration's E-Government Strategy and Planning for the
Future was based on (1) its examination of the SSA's current e-government
strategy, including technological assumptions, performance measures and
targets, planned operational capabilities, strategic requirements, and future
goals; (2) its consideration of strategies, assumptions, and technical and
operational requirements in comparable public- and private-sector
institutions; and (3) its consideration of the larger organizational, societal,
and technological context in which the SSA operates.
You May be Able to Get SSI.
Understanding SSI (Supplemental Security Income)DIANE Publishing
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